CAP Directors Report
July 2020
Adult Athletics
The transition into the new policies of the Fitness Center have looked to be going smoothly. A few of our
members have shown slight worry which has begun our traffic at a slow pace. Adam plans to keep
reassuring/updating members with any new information to help keep the Fitness Center a safe
environment.
Jazzercise is continuing to have class in Jefferson until the Forward Dane group size restrictions are lifted.
Adult Enrichment
All adult enrichment programs have been suspended until further notice.
Aquatics
Kathryn is looking ahead to fall and program planning to hopefully include: masters, parent/child swim
lessons in addition to regular open and lap swim. Lap swim and water fitness classes have gone well in
July but numbers have remained low.
CAP CARE
In July, CAP CARE ran 4 weeks of Day Camp. As the COVID numbers increased across the state our
enrollment at CAP CARE continued to drop. Parents were very clear that their concern was not how our
program was keeping children and families safe, but rather how things were looking in the state.
During the month, Mandy continued to work on the CAP CARE COVID guidelines to prepare a plan for
all possible scenario as school starts in the fall. These plans include a fee scale for in person school,
partial virtual and all virtual. These plans also include a minimum attendance requirement or fee as well
as a one-time leave of absence option. Mandy and Mary also scheduled 2 drive-thru registration days to
ensure all families have an opportunity to turn in their paperwork and initial their files for the fall. Mandy
will also schedule zoom meeting times for families to have an opportunity to ask any questions or
concerns they have about the fall. The CAP CARE team will be making additional videos to show
families how the new classrooms will look and how drop off and check in will work.
The team decided to add an additional week of care for the last week of August due to family needs. The
classrooms will still be cleaned during this week and carpets are scheduled to be cleaned on August 24
and 26 as well. We are anticipating less than 15 kids for this week.
During the month of July CAP CARE also had 2 special visitors come in. Shauna Thayer from Ronald
McDonald house came in to do a presentation and our friends helped decorate lunch bags for the program.
Mr. Jordan and Mr. Mikey also came in to play camp games with our friends. These games included egg
toss and another toss game involving whipped cream, hair nets, and cheesy popcorn. Along with these fun
activities we scheduled 2 swimming days a week since our field trips were canceled.
CAP CARE also received 5 grants in the month of July totaling $7,506.36
Program 1 providing funding to care for essential workforce families= $1,777.27
Program 3 support for closed centers= $3,181.82
Program 3 support for closed centers= $1,750.00
Program 3 support for closed centers= $160.91

Program 3 support for closed centers= $636.36
Miss Meghan completed her pyramid model class and Miss Mandy received her Administrators credential
certificate. Mandy continued to work at the food pantry every Monday night and Thursday for truck
deliveries when the schedule allowed.
Community Café
The Community Cafés have been suspended until further notice.
Food Pantry
The Food Pantry served 119 households in the month of July, including 156 adults, 18 Seniors and 72
children. The drive-up, no contact procedure for food distribution is still in place. A summer Blue Jay
Backpack Program was concluded with final distribution on July 29. Seven families participated in this
program with a total of 11 kids served. The remodel on the new food pantry space is getting off the ground.
Paint, flooring and electric work was scheduled for early July.
Ripley Park
July was a successful month at Ripley Park with over 9.000 people in attendance. A few of the school
district high school sports groups have been using the park for practices as well. The Ripley Park
improvement project is going well. Over 14,000 seedlings were planted and the water retention area is
looking great.
Seniors
All senior programming have been suspended until further notice.
Youth Athletics
Youth athletics for the fall has brought a different type of planning to the table. The usual competitive
play style that takes place does not seem to be an option immediately. We hope to cater towards a skill
development program in both our Soccer and Flag Football, with the possibility of safely getting back to
competitive play.
Youth Enrichment
All youth enrichment programs have been suspended until further notice.
New Hires
Hollis, Isabella (Ripley Park)
Respectfully Submitted,
Lesli Rumpf, Executive Director

